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The definitive biography of the Revolutionary War doctor and hero. An
American doctor, Bostonian, and patriot, Joseph Warren played a central role in
the events leading to the American Revolution. This detailed biography of
Warren rescues the figure from obscurity and reveals a remarkable revolutionary
who dispatched Paul Revere on his famous ride and was the hero of the battle of
Bunker Hill, where he was killed in action. Physician to the history makers of
early America, political virtuoso, and military luminary, Warren comes to life in
this comprehensive biography meticulously grounded in original scholarship.
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Editorial Review

Review
Book of the Year - American Revolution Round Table of Philadelphia

"Thank you Dr. Forman for writing the book. [You] sought to put together the details of the life of Joseph
Warren, a Boston doctor... who started the [Warren] physician lineage as well as had a major impact in the
American Revolution."            - Atul Gawande

"Dr. Samuel Forman presents this extraordinary book about Dr. Joseph Warren... His roots in history allow
him to be an exemplar of the scholar physician."                                               - Julio Frenk, Dean of the
Harvard University School of Public Health

"This is a story about an extremely overlooked founder who really played a huge part in the country's fight
for freedom from the English. This is a definite keeper in the biography/historian's and perhaps, even the
fiction reader's library." - Mary Lignor, Feathered Quill Book Reviews

"Joseph Warren is afascinating work of research and historical sleuthing that applies amuch-needed medical
expertise to the story of one of revolutionaryMassachusetts's preeminent physicians and political leaders.
Thanks to Forman'sterrific new book we will never see Dr. Joseph Warren in the same way again."
- Nathaniel Philbrick

From the Inside Flap
"Had Warren failed at the Siege of Boston, the Continental Congress and all its high ideals would have come
to nothing. Warren's insistence, during that formative precedent-setting interlude, on the strict separation of
representative government from a subordinate military, is an enduring contribution to the American
experience. It was a gift he purchased with his life. America owes Warren much, the least of which is
knowing his story and understanding his aspect of our nation's beginnings."
- Paul Bracken, professor of political science, Yale University, and author of Fire in the East: The Rise of
Asian Military Power and the Second Nuclear Age
 
Dr. Joseph Warren conducted what was surely the most unusual medical practice in America's early history.
He collected key military intelligence prior to the Revolutionary War from a network of spies acting as
patients and was among early American doctors to use dead bodies for anatomical study. However, that is
only part of his story. By virtue of directing the original Minute Men, Warren is considered a founder of the
Army National Guard. He served as president of the 1775 Massachusetts Provincial Congress, where he
advocated for a military accountable only to elected government, and as a Freemasonry Grand Master.
Finally, as a military general, Warren was the first high-ranking American officer killed during the
Revolutionary War. This definitive biography is accompanied by an enlightening series of appendices, which
include a forensic reconstruction of the doctor's account books. Dr. Samuel A. Forman has a personal
mission to increase enthusiasm for American core values. He became intrigued by the references to Joseph
Warren, whose résumé defied belief that one person could do many things, much less do them
simultaneously, well, and frequently lead them. Early in his research for this book, Forman attended lectures
on the American Revolution by Prof. David Hackett Fischer, Pulitzer Prize winner and best-selling author of
books on the era, who commented that "it may take a physician to tell Warren's story properly." Making
sense of opaque eighteenth-century physician's account books, a feat of both forensic analysis and medical
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historical scholarship, turned out to be the elusive key to understanding Joseph Warren's life experiences. It
is an accomplishment that only a scholar-physician could hope to achieve. A father of five, Forman lives in
Brookline, Massachusetts.

From the Back Cover
"Sam Forman has applied meticulous scholarship and an engaging style to resurrect a medical life among
American founding figures. Readers will be amazed at personal and clinical details of what was surely the
most unusual medical practice in all of America's history. After reading [this book], my understanding of
America's Revolutionary heritage will never be the same."
- William M. McDermott, Jr., MD executive vice president (retired) of the Massachusetts Medical Society,
publishers of the New England Journal of Medicine

Joseph Warren, the forgotten founding father, passionately blended ideology and action-organizing the real
Boston Tea Party, leading the Massachusetts Provincial Congress, sending Paul Revere on his iconic ride,
and heroically fighting at the Battle of Bunker Hill, where he was killed in action. He has had a broad and
lasting impact, deserving of a more prominent place in American memory. Beloved and famous in his time
for his political and military exploits, Warren was also idolized by former presidents John Adams and
Ronald Reagan as a martyr to the American cause and as one of our most inspirational historical
personalities. This fascinating biography sheds light on his illicit activities as a resurrectionist obtaining dead
bodies for anatomical study, his deep friendship with famous patients like John and Abigail Adams, his
authorship of the foundational Suffolk Resolves, the spy ring he ran out of his medical practice on the eve of
the Revolutionary War, an alleged relationship with the stunning wife of the enemy general as a source of
military intelligence, and the arc of his posthumous legacy from the pinnacle of fame to obscurity, and
perhaps back again. Warren was a humanitarian, devoting his career to improving health care for all and
making real the concepts of liberty and representative government.

Meticulously grounded in original scholarship, this is the definitive biography of American founder Dr.
Joseph Warren. Scholar-physician Samuel A. Forman has adapted innovative methods in historiography,
medicine, and forensics to produce a rousing volume worthy of its subject.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Matthew Ramey:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to prepare your time to do the important act, like
looking for your favorite guide and reading a reserve. Beside you can solve your problem; you can add your
knowledge by the publication entitled Dr. Joseph Warren: The Boston Tea Party, Bunker Hill, and the Birth
of American Liberty. Try to the actual book Dr. Joseph Warren: The Boston Tea Party, Bunker Hill, and the
Birth of American Liberty as your close friend. It means that it can to become your friend when you sense
alone and beside those of course make you smarter than previously. Yeah, it is very fortuned for you
personally. The book makes you far more confidence because you can know anything by the book. So , let us
make new experience as well as knowledge with this book.

Rosemary Till:

The book Dr. Joseph Warren: The Boston Tea Party, Bunker Hill, and the Birth of American Liberty can
give more knowledge and information about everything you want. So just why must we leave the great thing
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like a book Dr. Joseph Warren: The Boston Tea Party, Bunker Hill, and the Birth of American Liberty?
Some of you have a different opinion about e-book. But one aim this book can give many information for us.
It is absolutely appropriate. Right now, try to closer together with your book. Knowledge or details that you
take for that, you could give for each other; you can share all of these. Book Dr. Joseph Warren: The Boston
Tea Party, Bunker Hill, and the Birth of American Liberty has simple shape but the truth is know: it has great
and big function for you. You can appear the enormous world by available and read a guide. So it is very
wonderful.

Frederick Rothman:

Do you have something that you prefer such as book? The publication lovers usually prefer to pick book like
comic, limited story and the biggest some may be novel. Now, why not hoping Dr. Joseph Warren: The
Boston Tea Party, Bunker Hill, and the Birth of American Liberty that give your enjoyment preference will
be satisfied by means of reading this book. Reading addiction all over the world can be said as the method
for people to know world considerably better then how they react towards the world. It can't be stated
constantly that reading addiction only for the geeky man but for all of you who wants to be success person.
So , for all of you who want to start reading through as your good habit, you may pick Dr. Joseph Warren:
The Boston Tea Party, Bunker Hill, and the Birth of American Liberty become your current starter.

Veronica Turner:

Beside this specific Dr. Joseph Warren: The Boston Tea Party, Bunker Hill, and the Birth of American
Liberty in your phone, it may give you a way to get more close to the new knowledge or info. The
information and the knowledge you may got here is fresh in the oven so don't possibly be worry if you feel
like an older people live in narrow commune. It is good thing to have Dr. Joseph Warren: The Boston Tea
Party, Bunker Hill, and the Birth of American Liberty because this book offers for you readable information.
Do you at times have book but you don't get what it's facts concerning. Oh come on, that will not end up to
happen if you have this within your hand. The Enjoyable set up here cannot be questionable, such as
treasuring beautiful island. So do you still want to miss that? Find this book as well as read it from right
now!
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